Abstract: A brand-new browser-based Google Earth version 9.0 has been released in April 2017. This paper presents pedagogical ideas for geoscience education using Google Earth. Several KML files representing geospatial data and images are compiled into a downloadable file. Students can learn geoscience subjects through step-by-step interactive activities as they observe various geological and geographical information such as topography, bathymetry, volcanoes , ocean floor age, gravity anomaly and so on.
interactive 3D graphic models on the modern web browsers without the use of any plug-ins, running on the Google Chrome browser. Three-dimensional topographical terrain and bathymetry are precisely reproduced on the virtual Earth. Standard KML files used in the older versions, which users can create, download and upload the customized layers on the Google Earth, are also validated in the new version. Here I have compiled nine useful KML layers published by various organizations as listed below for pedagogical usage in geoscience education.
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Pedagogical idea

Volcanology and hot spot theory
1. Show "Active volcano (Holocene)" layer to confirm distribution of volcanoes on the Earth.
Fly over the typical volcanoes to recognize the
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Introduction
The "Google Earth" was firstly released in 2005, after Google acquired originally developed "EarthViewer" by Keyhole, Inc.. Google Earth run on multi-platform environments including Windows, Macintosh and Linux. "Google Earth for iPhone" has been available since 2008 soon after the release of iPhone in 2007, and Android OS version since 2010. Although Google Earth API allowed a web browser include Google Earth into web pages supporting additional geospatial data on the virtual Earth, Google announced that they had deprecated Google Earth API development in January 2017. Instead of the older versions of Google Earth, a brand-new browser-based Google Earth (version 9.0) has been released in April 2017.
Online contents of "Teaching with Google Earth" were published by Richard (2014) in "Teach the Earth -the portal for Earth Education". De Paor (2016) compiled three-dimensional virtual rocks on Google Earth for a virtual field tour or distanced learning.
In this presentation, I would like to introduce a geoscience education and pedagogical ideas using a brand-new Google Earth.
Notice that average elevation of Antarctica and
Greenland are high as thick ice sheets cover on those continents.
6. C o m p a r i n g " To p o g r a p h y ( S RT M ) " , "Bathymetry (GEBCO)", "Crustal thickness (CRUST1.0)" and "Global gravity anomaly (UCSD" to discuss the elevation of the Earth's surface and isostatic relationship.
Conclusion
With a brand-new Google Earth, students can overview the various geospatial data and easily access to both geological and geographical features modelled on the virtual Earth. Multi-touch devices also help students recognize the geological processes through interactive way and discuss with other students in a classroom. Furthermore we can make a guided virtual tours using a newly added "Voyager" features on Google Earth 9. A new technology will have an advantage in Geoscience education.
